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Matter   

Everything in the universe is                        .  

Matter                          .  

Mass and weight are not the same. Mass is the measure of        
           . Weight is the measure of  
              . Mass 
is       and weight is                     . 

o Example: A person on the moon would have      
     mass that they would have on the earth. However, 
this person’s weight would be         
on the moon than it would be on the earth. This is true because the moon has a  
       gravitational pull than the earth 
and weight is the measure of the       
      on an object.   
 

Matter exists in       :   

o       have a definite shape and volume.  
o       only have definite volume.  
o      do not have a definite shape or volume.  
o       do not have a definite shape or volume and only exist at  

          .  
 

Chemical changes in matter are           .   

Biologists study chemistry because             
make up both living and nonliving things.  

o Example: Steel and iron alloys are            
industrial metals. Iron is also           in the 
biological processes of           . 
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Elements 

             that cannot be 
chemically broken down into                        .   

        elements have been identified, but only about    
are              .   

     ,      ,                 , 
and       make up almost 90% of       
            .  

All of the elements are arranged on a chart known as the                    .   

Each square on the periodic table displays the element’s           ,     
    , and         . 

Every element has a different symbol composed of 
        . 
These symbols usually come from the first letter or letters of  
        .  

o Example:    for              
and    for                .   

 
Some chemical symbols come from            
    .  

o Example:    for       (     ) and  
   for       (     ).   
 

Elements in the              on the 
periodic table have the                         
     .   

Example:    and    in period 1 have       energy level. 
Elements in period 2 have     energy levels, and so on up to   .  
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Elements in the              or  
      on the periodic table have the       
         in their        
energy level.   

o Example: In        (       
      ), all elements have        
in their        energy level.  

 

Atoms 

     are the          of an 
element. Since atoms are so       , they can only be viewed with an  
             .  

Atoms consist of              
      :  

o       (+) in the atom’s 
     .  

o       in the atom’s  
     .  

o       (-) spinning in  
        
around the atom’s      .  
 

The nucleus is the      of an atom. It 
contains an atom’s       
      and is where most of an 
atom’s        
       .  

      are            
and have a mass of      (                  ). 
Protons determine the           of the element. 

Carbon 
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o Example:        has        , so its  
         is    .   

      have     electrical charge and have a mass of  
    . When they are                     , 
they determine the            of the element.   

o Example:       has         and  
       , so its atomic number is     
       . 

      are          
      , high-energy particles with                  . 
They spin around an atom’s nucleus in         .   

Each of the 7 main energy levels (      ) has                 . 
Each sublevel holds a certain amount of       .  

The         is the level closest to the      and 
only holds        . The         
can hold up to         in their      
sublevel. An atom is               
when its outermost sublevel is full. 

Electrons in the       energy level 
         
   and contain       
    than electrons in the     
     .  

The number of       (positive charges) 
and       (negative charges) in an atom are 
     . This makes the net electrical 
charge of an atom      (neutral).   

 

 

Helium 
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Compounds 

Most elements do not            and combine 
with         .        are 
made when atoms of            chemically combine.  

          represent a       
and show the       and       of atoms of each element. 

o Example:       is the chemical formula for  
     . A water molecule has  
           
and          .   

Compounds have        physical and 
chemical properties than the        
                   . 

o Example:         and  
       are  
     , but H2O at room temperature is a                 .  

The       and          of 
electrons in an atom determines if it will           
      .   

 


